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TO:

Board of Directors

FROM:

W. E. Flaherty

SUBJECT:

JULY INFORMATIONAL MEETING

The focus of this year's informational meeting is a continuation of the past several years:
Strategic Responses to a Rapidly Changing Environment. The program is designed to
gain a deeper understanding of the forces that are shaping our changing environment, our
corporate strategy and the evolution and elements of our "business transformation"
strategy as part of our overall corporate strategy. A copy of the program and reading
materials are enclosed. We would encourage your review of this material prior to the
meeting.

-l

The health care delivery system has been restructuring for some time and the pace is
accelerating, forcing major players to rethink their strategies for competitive advantage
and survival. Also, a large number of our competitors have exited the business and new
managed care companies are entering the market. A number of traditional competitors
are rethinking their strategies, developing new capabilities and selling their interests to
managed care companies.

I

Among the key driving forces are: (1) to gain control of health care costs while
maintaining a broad choice of providers; (2) a demand for improved service levels from
providers and payers; and (3) an increasing demand for demonstrable quality of care and
health outcomes. These forces of competition are being redefined.
Although market forces (price-based competition) have emerged, there still remains a ·
high degree of inefficiency and excessive cost in the health care delivery system. Excess
capacity exists in many markets in the hospital sector and an excess supply of specialists
exists in the physician sector. Some markets are highly fragmented, while others have
consolidated and resemble oligopolistic markets. The growth of managed care is
prompting providers to respond in ways that seek to protect their economic security and
increase market power. Traditional roles, relationships, risks and rewards are being
redefined and shifting among players.
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In other words, the competitive landscape is changing as providers try to capture the
health care premium and assume risk. Traditional competitors are rethinking the role and
desire to compete in an increasing managed care environment. New competitors focused
only on managed care are entering our markets. On both the provider and payer side,
markets are consolidating which we believe will result in three or four major players in
each market as competitors seek local share and economies of scale. Those seeking to
preserve the status quo are seeking legislative and regulatory relief.
Business Transformation is a result of our industry assessment and a vision of what it will
take to win in the future. It involves enormous energy and the development of stretch
goals to underscore departure from traditional business. Launching a transformation
process involves a major case for change as opposed to incremental change and is rooted
in a total medical delivery system perspective. Two critical elements of the
transformation process is the company's readiness and the availability of resources to
achieve the transformation.
Our intent is to share the progress on our Business Transformation efforts, its connection
with industry change and corporate strategy, recognizing that ongoing work is required as
the industry continues to change.
We look forward to your comments, insights and ideas which will result in a stimulating
and productive meeting.
-- W.E. Flaherty
Enclosure
P.S. Attached is an interesting article on industry consolidation and
corporate development.

FRANK WYMAN and
CHRIS URE, NEW YORK
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The Consolidation Gamble: Can It Work?

B

lue Cross/Blue Shield plans
constitute the nation's
single largest health
insurance network,
generating annual revenues of
$74 billion and covering 65
million individuals. But
while Blue plans possess a
powerful brand name and
have huge membership con
centrations in large metropolitan
markets, they continue to lose
money and market share.
The more agile managed care
companies, in contrast, are growing
at a rate of 150/o a year. And, despite
intense price and market share compe
tition, especially in the larger metro
politan areas, managed care companies
show more favorable medical cost
trend rates and greater profitability.
Mounting Competitive Stress.
Why are the Blues at such a competi
tive disadvantage in the evolving
managed care market? Part of the ex
planation is cultural. The Blues were
originally formed by providers as a fi
nancing system to reduce uncompen
sated care and have operated as the
"insurer of last resort" for many years.
Their resulting provider-friendly culture
has made it harder for them to adopt
the hard-nosed business practices char
acteristic of managed care companies.
And because the Blues lack access to
the capital markets and much of the
capital they do have is needed to sup
port indemnity business, they have not
been able to fund the large investments
in managed care infrastructure needed
to be more competitive.
More important, the territorial
restrictions imposed on BCBS plans
limit their ability to effectively serve
employers and feed lives to provider
networks operating on a multistate or
regional basis. Free of such restric
tions, managed care companies are
able to outperform Blue plans and
grab market share in the densely

I
rnsurance executLve

populated metropolitan areas-partic
ularly those in the New York to
Washington corridor.
These large urban markets offer
the greatest opportunities for growth
and profitability because, in addition
to their one-million-plus population,
they have low existing penetration for
managed care products. Furthermore,
the excess provider capacity in these
areas puts greater negotiating power in
the hands of managed care companies.
To compete effectively with man
aged care companies on this pivotal
battleground, Blue plans will need to
invest heavily in their infrastructure.
But it will be difficult for them to raise
the necessary funds because the capital
markets view Blue plans as possessing
above-average risk.
An Altered Landscape. In re
sponse to these market challenges, the
Blues have engaged in unprecedented
restructuring activity ever since the
BCBS Association decided three years
ago to allow plans to operate on a for
profit basis. Anthem, WellPoint,
RightChoice, United Wisconsin Ser
vices, Trigon, and BCBS Georgia have
either converted to for-profit compa
nies or formed for-profit public sub-

sidiaries. Empire and BCBS Colorado
have announced conversion plans.
However, BCBS plan mergers
have been far more significant. About
a dozen plans already have merged,
and several others have mergers pend
ing (see map). These mergers represent
approximately 400/o of total covered
lives and 350/o of total capital in the
BCBS system. In each case,
critical mass will be increased
substantially. The recent High
mark merger in Pennsylvania, for
example, resulted in combined
covered lives of 9.6 million and capital
of $1.8 billion.
With the exception of the merger
between the Illinois and Texas plans,
these mergers unite adjacent Blue plans
and brighten their growth and prof
itability prospects, particularly within
the larger metropolitan areas. Future
access to capital also may be improved
as long as these Blue plans can con
vince the capital markets that the
merged entity can produce a substan
tial "upside" return proportionate to
the initial investment risk.
Of these plans, Anthem appears
to have the most explicit strategy for
aggressive growth and regional domi
nance and the most experience in ra
tionalizing fragmented markets. From
its anchor base in Ohio, Indiana, and
Kentucky, Anthem is in the process of
expanding to the East Coast by seeking
mergers with the Connecticut and
New Jersey plans. When these mergers
are completed, Anthem will have a sig
nificant Eastern operation to comple
ment its Midwestern base.
The Illinois/Texas merger will
create a massive new entity with
much greater capital and potential
economies of scale. However, this
proposed alliance has encountered
significant regulatory opposition con
cerning the disposition of the Texas
plan's net assets. The political sensi
tivity of state regulators to the net as-
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The Changing BCBS Landscape
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Premera

- Medical Service Corp. of Eastern Washington
- BC of Washington/Alaska
- BS North Central Washington

Wellmark, Inc.
- Wellmark BCBS Iowa
- Wellmark BCBS S.D.

· UNYS, Inc.
Highmark, Inc.
- Highmark BCBS Pa.
- BS Pa.
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•· · • · · · · • · · NEPA BS and
Capital BC
.....---.---- New York Care Plus
- BS of Northeasten N.Y. and
- BCBS of Western N.Y.

The Regence ----
Group

Empire (pending)
Rocky Mountain--------c
Hospital &
Medical Service

Anthem

- BCBS N.J.
- BCBS Conn.

WellPoint
Rocky Mountain ___...,____,___+----'
(pending)

: · -� · · • · · · · · · BCBS Md. and
BCBS National Capital Area

RightChoice
BCBS Tex. and BCBS Ill.
For-profit conversions, directly or via subsidiary
Pending mergers

BCBS Chattanooga
and BCBS Memphis

Completed mergers
Strategic alliances

(

- BCBS Cental N.Y.
- Finger Lakes BC
- Finger Lakes BS

set disposition issue may exacerbate
the difficulty of merging plans in
non-adjacent states.
Move It or Lose It. A central
theme in all of the merger strategies is
the accelerated migration of indemnity
lives to a managed care setting. Since
HMO penetration in the major cities
is generally well below the national av
erage of 270/o, Blue plans can dramati
cally boost profitability by accelerating
this migration process.
Yet so far, Blue plans-especially
those in key Eastern states-have been
slow to enroll their covered lives in
network-based plans. Statistical infor
mation compiled by Money magazine
and Goldman Sachs (using the Inter
Study data on HMO lives) reveals the
following approximate percentages of
non-network BCBS lives: Pennsylva
nia, 860/o; New York, 850/o; Maryland,
800/o; and Connecticut, 630/o. In Ohio
(including Anthem lives in Kentucky
and Indiana), the percentage is 800/o.
These non-network lives represent
a ripe target for aggressive managed
care competitors, including public

HMOs such as United Healthcare,
Foundation, and Humana, and com
mercial insurers like Prudential,
U.S. Healthcare, and CIGNA.
BCBS plans, even merged giants
such as Anthem, will be given little
quarter in the hotly competitive, rapid
ly evolving managed care marketplace.
Over the short term, they must acceler
ate the migration of indemnity lives to
managed care or risk losing them to
competitors. Employers, meanwhile,
will continue to insist on cost contain
ment. And while HMO/POS products
possess substantial pricing advantages,
developing the supporting infrastruc
ture for these products requires signifi
cant capital and time.
This squeeze between pricing
pressures and costs has forced some
companies to exit this business. Both
John Hancock and Mass Mutual
businesses once considered large
enough to compete effectively-re
cently sold large group health busi
nesses, each with more than one
million lives, to WellPoint. And
Healthsource, with its EPS in the

Anthem
- BCBS Ohio
- BCBS Ind.
- BCBS Ky.

doldrums, sold out to CIGNA.
More companies will likely follow
these examples.
A Catch-22 Situation. Blue
plans face the same loaded gun as
these companies and must continue to
consolidate. Significant delays in this
process may threaten their long-term
survival. And with managed care pene
tration in the major metropolitan mar
kets increasing dramatically, Blue plans
that lade the necessary infrastructure
will continue to lose share, perhaps at
an alarming rate
This leaves the Blues facing two
interrelated challenges: the need to
obtain additional capital in order to
strengthen their managed care infra
structure, and the need to increase
their market share and profitability.
The Catch-22 here is that the Blues
will not be able to raise more capital
unless they can show meaningful
growth and profitability, and that will
require major infrastructure improve
ments, which demand capital. For
now, plan mergers represent the best
solution to this dilemma.
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Logistics
Industry Overview
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Chris Doerr
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INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this document is to support Board Member preparation for our July workshops
by providing background material. The primary focus is Corporate Strategy and specifically
Business Transformation Strategy which includes our Virtual Office (VO) initiative and the
Health Care Administration Project (HCAP).

II.

INDUSTRY HISTORY (1950-1979)
Up through the seventies, the Florida Plan did not resemble the patterns of insurance coverage of
most of the country. Influenced by its agricultural and service economy base, private sector
products were largely fee schedule and simple to administer. Computer systems were used to
write checks and capture minimal price and minimal utilization data. On the hospital side the
Plan paid for most claims. Contractual relations between hospitals and physicians were virtually
non-existent.
The industry during this period involved administration of traditional insurance products under
fee for service reimbursement. Hospitals were viewed as the center for the delivery system and
professionals either worked for the hospitals or were in solo private practice. Hospitals
continued expansion of capacity and operated largely under a cost reimbursement system.
Physicians continued to specialize because incomes were better and fewer physicians undertook
practices in primary care.
Customers, although extremely frustrated by rising cost for the most part did little about it,
beyond shifting to self-insurance. Health insurers were generally evaluated on the basis of their
administrative costs rather than by what they were doing to influence claims and medical
expense. Most commercial carriers considered claims and medical expense as an uncontrollable
variable.

III. INDUSTRY OVERVIEW
The U.S. health care system continues to undergo transformation. In general, many patients have
not yet felt much impact from the market restructuring since many of the changes to date are
organizational in nature. The future of the key players in the health market will be tied to how
well managed care can hold down costs while simultaneously improving care outcomes. The
movement to for-profit status among health plans and hospitals is growing as the players seek
capital to compete effectively and achieve scale economies.
Value creation is becoming a key metric in determining who the winners will be. While strong
medical cost management skills, collaborative relationships with other participants, and
performance-oriented cultures will continue to be key requirements, recent trends in value
creation suggest the following: management of health care information and application of
technology; dominance in attractive local markets (investing in a growth strategy); growth in
alternative settings and specialty care delivery.
According to a recent panel of security analysts, Wall Street is less optimistic than-other observers
about the prospects for rapid change in the health care system. These analysts' views include the
following:
•

Consumers' resistance to change and the desire for wide choice of providers and high
technology services will inhibit slowing growth in health spending;

•

The strongest managed care systems will be those with a large regional presence, not those
attempting to cover the entire nation;

•

Health care is local and change in any particular market depends on the existing organization
of the system and the relative market power of the players;

•

Entry of managed care companies into new geographic markets will continue at a rapid pace,
with heavy capital requirements;

•

Little true vertical integration between health plans and providers is anticipated, with reliance
on an array of contractual arrangements rather than ownership;

•

Skepticism exists regarding the ability of hospitals and physicians to organize successfully to
bear risk;

•

Success in controlling costs ultimately lies in developing clinical information systems,
effective tools to use the data, and appropriate incentives for physicians to integrate the
information into their practice;

•

The changes envisioned imply substantial capital requirements, with capital being plentiful for
enterprises with good prospects.

2

The repercussions of all the market restructuring on the actual delivery of care is not known.
Patient satisfaction with care outcomes, a continued slowing of the health care cost spiral, and
limited increases in the uninsured population are critical to a greater role for managed care.
As the market share of managed care continues to grow, success will be contingent upon a
player's ability to manage the risks of a population. The ultimate winners are likely to be
those locally focused entities who are able to manage their population's risk effectively.

3

IV. CORPORATESTRATEGY
The ultimate aim of strategy is to develop competitive advantage achieved through our corporate
purpose and objectives. This requires understanding the external environment, our strengths and
weaknesses relative to competition and deciding how we want to compete. Since the mid
eighties we have stated that our core strategy is being the low cost producer with a local market
presence which leverage our brand recognition. Further, in response to rising costs, we would
use managed care to create an array of products to engage the employer and consumer in the
trade-off between access (choice of provider) and cost. Finally, we must vary by market
segment, yet enable us to gain scale economies.
When we refer to low cost producer we are attempting to compete on total cost which includes
both medical and administrative cost. Additionally, for many segments we want to be perceived
by the customer and consumer as providing excellent service or otherwise, a high value added
company. Within this broad strategic intent, our major initiatives and developmental efforts
have changed with industry developments.

COST VALUE POSITION IN MARKET
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Our basic strategy from 1980 - 1983 was centered on lowering administrative expense and
gaining managerial control of the business while initiating major organizational improvements
which included marketing, provider relationships and contracting, management development and
planning and control systems.
By 1984, customers were extremely frustrated with annual rates increases in the neighborhood of
20 percent per year and began seeking ways of containing costs. This prompted the entrance of
new competition into the market of HMOs and later PPO products. We responded by offering
network based reimbursement products: first HMOs and by 1986 developing PPO products.
PPO development was driven by the need to offer an array with cost and access tradeoffs of
products. HMOs had limited acceptance while PPOs had more acceptance. An example would
be the move of the State Group to PPO.

SYSTEMS STRATEGY (1984)
To gain operating effectiveness and improve service to both providers and customers, a number
of systems development efforts were identified. The thinking at that time however was centered
on Traditional insurance functions and servicing Traditional and PPO products. The HMO
(Managed Care) was a separate operation in 1984 with its own systems organization that
provided services for each function. These efforts for Traditional and PPO business included the
following systems:
•
•
•
•

Contract and Benefit Coding
Membership and Billing
Finance System
Claims System

The first three systems were addressed by purchasing and modifying systems which often were
time consuming and costly projects. Finding a claim system proved to be much more difficult.
The provider purchasing programs of the mid to late 1980s required that further modification be
made to the existing systems in order to implement these new programs. The focus was on
modifying our current systems.
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CORPORATE STRATEGY EVOLUTION (1990 - PRESENT)

Entering the 90's, our Corporate strategy continued the pursuit of low cost producer status and
had three major thrusts: 1) our managed care strategy; 2) our marketing strategy; and
3) continued development of local presence which began in the mid eighties. By then we had
reached a number of strategic conclusions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

We need marketing strategies and plans to build local share to leverage our influence and
relationships with providers and to build scale.
BCBSF must win primarily within the Florida market, have the capability of being low
price, if we choose to be, and be low cost producer with value added services for an
explicit set of customer needs.
Managed care and marketing are primary drivers.
We will look at limited diversification into delivery of care and financial services
We will leverage our consumer franchise and build local presence.
We must continue to be a major force in influencing public policy.
Information management and application of technology is a key platform for strategy
implementation.
We must use our organizational effectiveness strategy for competitive advantage.
We must develop and sustain a customer service orientation throughout the work force.

The market continued its shift to managed care products throughout the period. Along with
industry consolidation among providers and health insurers, new kinds of competitors began to
enter the market. These new competitors were focused on managed care and did not have a
traditional book of business to maintain. The systems and business processes were engineered
for managed care and they had a relatively simple product line which made them relatively
efficient, producing healthy profit margins.
By the early nineties we began looking at our value chain array of business activities to meet this
new competition. It was concluded that we needed to move beyond traditional health insurance
and develop sophisticated new managed care capabilities. Investment had to be made to
reengineer traditional activities while investing in new capability development for competitive
advantage in a managed care world.
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..
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• D is e a s e m a n a g e m e n t
• I n fo r m a t i o n m a n a g e m e n t

MANAGED CARE STRATEGY (See Appendix A for more detail)

Excess capacity of hospital beds and physician specialists began changing the power structure and
economics within the health care systems. The influence of hospital and specialist began to decline
as the pressures of managed care began to mount. Primary care physicians were becoming more
influential and competitors were aggressively developing relationships with them as they were
considered key influencers in managing health care cost.
In 1 994, a reevaluation of our managed care strategy was undertaken. Our previous strategy, while
effective, was more hospital/specialty focused and relied on price discounts and burdensome
utilization controls. Providers viewed this orientation as win/lose. A new managed care vision was
developed and articulated. The vision is:
• Add value to delivery and receipt of health care and related services.
• Take increasing accountability for the health care of customers.
• Achieve superior health and economic outcomes
• Take accountability for entire service experience.
• Seek win-win collaborative relationships with selected providers.
Three key areas comprise the majority of our current major initiatives.
1 . Care Management Capabilities (disease/illness management and quality of care)
2. Delivery System Strategy (refocus on physician orientation)
3 . Information Technology and Management (provides a platform for care management and
delivery system management)
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These key areas of the Manage Care Strategy are drivers to the "Virtual Office" capabilities. In
translating these into valued activities from a provider's view, they would say, give the provider
interactive capability to check patient eligibility, determine benefit status and submit medical data for
reimbursement and review. These are some examples of capabilities that providers will get under
"Virtual Office". This places the corporation in a much better position for a win-win collaborative
relationship that is based on shared information.
We concluded in this process that the company must transform from a health insurance company to a
managed care company. The table below represents some of the key elements of the transformation.
BCBSF "MANAGED CARE"
Today and in the Year 2000
BCBSF in the Year 2000

BCBSF Today
Health Insurance orientation
Transaction management
Authoritarian command/control
(e.g. slow speed of product development)
Discount focus: win/lose
Manage components
Quality assurance

Health care orientation
Customer service management
"Responsive - collegial"
Selective collaboration: win/win
Manage the system
continuous quality improvement
Data for health care management
(including clinical data)
Umbrella contracts with partners
corporate capabilities/consistency
Influence with provider partners
Stimulate competition among Providers

Data for claims and operations
Multiple contracts with providers
Regional initiatives
Broad networks of providers
Stimulate competition among providers

CORPORATE MARKETING STRATEGY (See Appendix B for more detail)
With the business and markets continuing to evolve, we have recently undertaken a fundamental
rework of our corporate marketing strategy. The result as it emerges will be an integrated marketing
strategy which is continuing to be the clear market leader. Market leadership will enable us to gain
economies of scale and market leverage. We will gain market leadership through increased
performance.
In a consolidating industry, our vision of market leadership includes:
1 . Establish and communicate a clear customer promise and take accountability for its delivery;
2. Focus the entire organization on managing the total customer relationship;
3. Evaluate the full market and target the highest value customer segments first;
4. Become market-driven in the development of product/service offerings; and
5. Provide customers access to multiple distribution channels and match customers with the lowest
cost-appropriate channel.
Our marketing strategy must be one that maintains a position of competitive advantage, with an
accelerating growth trajectory and increasing profitability of new and existing business.
8

ORGANIZATION EFFECTIVENESS STRATEGY

This will greatly improve the organization in both the human and technical dimension and will
require a high degree of organizational effectiveness.
Current objectives for organization effectiveness at BCBSF remain unchanged. As an overarching
statement, the desired outcome continues to be:
•

To have the human part of the organization, perform its work in a systematic fashion
reflecting solid thinking that has been translated into planned action, which coordinates
and integrates with the plans and actions of others

•

To create and sustain a high performing organization that
1 . Accomplishes its business objectives and goals
2. Anticipates, manages, and adapts to internal and external change
3. Demonstrates through its behavior an understanding, acceptance, and ·commitment to
BCBSF goals, values, and management system philosophy that provides a distinct
sustainable competitive advantage.

•

Corporate success is believed to be largely determined by the effects of the following
factors which tend to be used interchangeably; organization effectiveness, organization
development, organization improvement, and organizational learning.
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V. EVOLUTION OF BUSINESS TRANSFORMATION

Business Transformation has evolved over a number of years to become a key part of our
corporate strategy. As the industry has continued to change and our managed care strategy has
been updated through several iterations, the accumulation of the insights gained over this period .
of years has helped us to conclude that fundamental transformation is required for competitive
advantage. In the strategy development work in 1 994, the "Case for Change" assisted us in
concluding that incremental change would not be sufficient in the future. The transformation to
a managed care company is critical to our survival and requires radical change. These insights
and our analysis of how other companies were addressing major change provide the bases for our
Business Transformation strategy. There are four major elements that must be in place for a
company to undertake transformation:
•
•
•
•

A method that providers structure to the work to be performed.
Vision of the Future State ("Case for Change")
Corporate Direction and Strategies that provide guidance to the work
A Core Process Model that identifies the activities that the Corporation will perform to
produce value for its stakeholders.

Our strategy is made up of multiple efforts over multiple years and will be revised as the environment
changes and as our strategies are modified in response to industry change and the competitive
environment. Our concept of business transformation has evolved over the years. The following
information describes the evolution, its current status and expected results.
Reengineering Alternatives (NOTE: The following information was drawn from the book
"Competing for the Future" by Hamel and Prahalad)

Both in the literature and in practice, the term reengineering has become synonymous with cost
reengineering and downsizing. Downsizing and cost reduction are legitimate and important tasks.
However, such a narrow focus has more to do with shoring up today's business than with creating
new markets, or redefining the industry and shaping new basis of competition. What typically
happens in these instances is the pursuit of improving return on investment (ROI).
Now, ROI (or other measures) has two components: a numerator--net income--and a denominator
investment. Managers know that raising net income is likely to be a harder task than cutting assets
and headcount. To grow the numerator, top management must have a point of view about where the
new opportunities lie, must be able to anticipate changing customer needs, must have invested
preemptively in building new competencies, and so on. So under intense pressure for a quick ROI
improvement, executives reach for the lever that will bring the quickest, surest improvement in ROI-
the denominator. To cut the denominator, top management doesn't need much more than a red
pencil. Thus the obsession with denominators.
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One of the inevitable results of downsizing is plummeting employee morale. Employees have a hard
time squaring all the talk about the importance of human capital with seemingly indiscriminate
cutting. They are too often confronted with a lose-lose proposition: "If you don't become more
efficient, you'll lose your job. " What employees hear is that they're the firm's most valuable assets;
what they know is that they're the most expendable assets.
Downsizing belatedly attempts to correct the mistakes of the past; it is not about creating the markets
of the future. The simple point is that getting smaller is not enough. Downsizing, the equivalent of
corporate anorexia, can make a company thinner, it doesn't necessarily make it healthier.
The financial community knows that a management team that is good at denominator reduction may
not be good at numerator growth. Look at how IBM's share price "tanked" when the company finally
cut its dividend. Investors obviously didn't believe that IBM was likely to redeploy the cash saved in
a way that would ultimately produce more shareholder wealth.
Our point is simple: It is not enough for a company to get smaller and better and faster, as important
as these tasks may be; a company must also be capable of fundamentally reconceiving itself, of
regenerating its core strategies, and of reinventing its industry. In short, a company must also be
capable of getting different.
A company surrenders today's businesses when it gets smaller faster than it gets better. A company
surrenders tomorrow's businesses when it gets better without getting different (fundamental change).
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Our view is that reengineering comes in three varieties: Cost, structural and strategic reengineering.

Reengineering alternatives
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Each must be employed and achieved but not at the expense of the other two. Undoubtedly, there
will be competing objectives in trying to accomplish all three. The challenge is to manage and
balance these competing objectives.

A BRIEF HISTORY OF SYSTEMS STRATEGY
In the early 1980s, BCBSF went through business strategy development. In 1984, an effort called the
catalogue, identified a need for four core systems. Most of the thinking was based on traditional
insurance business and did not address managed care. The HMO (Managed Care) was operated as a
separate business which had its own systems (hardware, software, and staff) for each of its functions.
The initiatives for Traditional and PPO business include the following systems:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Membership and billing
Contract and Benefit Coding
Finance
Claims

The first three systems were addressed by purchasing and modifying systems. Modifications required
to the purchased system were large projects that covered multiple years and cost significant dollars.
An example is the Membership and Billing system which was purchased from the Arkansas Plan for
less than one million dollars. The total project covered a period from 1985 through 1990 and
represented a very large investment of corporate human resources and dollars that are estimated at
over $20 million.
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Three of the key factors that drove the membership and billing project timeline was:
1. Development and implementation of sound business practices; and
2 . Clean-up and Conversion of our data files to the new systems.
3 . Software Modifications and Testing
Finding a claim system proved to be much more difficult. The building momentum toward managed
care products and changes in reimbursement and utilization control programs required modification
of existing systems and a broader view of.the requirements of a claims system. Therefore, in 1988,
the focus of the Claims System Project was directed to claims and managed care capabilities and was
renamed as the Health Care Administration Project (HCAP). In 1990, the project was designated as a
strategic business project and HCAP was directed to address corporate needs from a broader scope.
A business assessment was undertaken by the Health Care Administration Project (HCAP). From
that assessment, four business requirements were identified. These conclusions and decisions were
heavily influenced by the work that was done on HMO Profit Improvement.
1.
2.
3.
4.

The ability to handle Hybrid Products (PPO, HMO, POS, and etc.)
The ability to handle Managed Care Capabilities
Need for a cost effective Operating Environment
Greatly expanded Data requirements

In order to meet the needs, there was a market assessment made up of available application systems.
Some 64 systems were evaluated and none met a high percentage of the business requirements, which
led us to the conclusion that a custom development would be required. Due to limited level of
knowledge and experience in large scale development, we determined assistance from an outside firm
was needed to assist in our work. After evaluating several firms, Andersen Consulting was selected
to support our development efforts.
In 1992, the Health Care Administration Project (HCAP) custom development alternative to create
new capability was approved by Advanced Systems Planning Committee (ASPC). As part of this
effort, a Conceptual Design and a Migration Plan (14 projects) were presented. This effort identified
the business and systems capabilities and projects necessary to develop the new capabilities needed to
become a managed care company based on the business strategy at that time.
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There were three components identified for HCAP:
1 . Development Environment
2. Application Systems and Information Structure
3. Business Change.
•
•
•

For the development environment, it was necessary to implement the methods, tools and
training required for applications systems development and effective management
information.
For application systems, it was necessary to provide the information and systems
capabilities to process the business activities.
And for business change, it was necessary to design and/or redesign capabilities for the
business processes that address all components of organizational effectiveness including
leadership, people, process (policy, procedures, practices and workflows) and structure.

In the fourth quarter of 1 992 the Advanced Systems Planning Committee (ASPC) approved four of
1 4 projects addressing the information infrastructure and application system for migration strategy.
Advanced Systems Planning Committee (ASPC) also approved the systems development
environment which included:
•

Computer Assisted System Engineering (CASE) Tools which provide a set of development tools
for developing software.
• Program/Project Management tools and software which allows greater control over development
projects and provides for a more organized and coordinated approach to development.
• Workstation Development: Additional tools and support were acquired to provide increased
productivity and connectivity for all programmers and analysts working on the various projects.
For Business Change, ASPC approved evaluation of the approaches needed to achieving new and
effective ways of processing the business. As part of that effort they commissioned large scale change
research to evaluate the methods for change management from Andersen Consulting, IBM, Texas
Instruments, CSC and EDS. Our analysis showed that while they all had Business Change methods,
they were either focused almost exclusively on systems development or on reengineering for
costs/downsizing. None of these methods addressed the human organization component of business
change. The analysis also showed that these methods were inconsistent with our company's
management philosophy and system, which is based on participative management and focuses on the
human organization as a major asset.
After review and analysis by BCBSF staff of a number of outside firms' approach to business
change, the results were presented to ASPC and joint agreement was reached to undertake
development of an approach and method that was consistent with our management philosophy and
system. This approach and method later became known as Business Transformation.
Andersen Consulting continued to assist us in the development efforts, but given we had not selected
their approach to business change or the Computer Assisted System Engineering (CASE) tool (the
case tool was purchased from Texas Instruments), the working arrangement was changed to more
consulting and technical assistance.
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Recruiting and staffing for the approved projects began in the later part of 1 992. In 1 993, work began
on creating the development environment and information infrastructure that would support BCBSF
to move forward with the development of new capabilities.
BUSINESS TRANSFORMATION STRATEGY FORMULATION
In late 1 993, as part of strategic planning work to update the Organizational Effectiveness strategy,
the work developed for Business Change was presented and approval was given to continue with the
development of the Business Transformation approach. The works of Davenport, Demming and
Hammer were the basis for BCBSF's approach and method. Michael Hammer's Business Process
Reengineering was selected as the Process Design Technique while Davenport's works influenced the
change management concepts. The approach was finalized in 1 993.
In January, 1 994, the results of the work from the Business Change component of HCAP provided
three major elements that were presented for approval. These formed the basis for moving forward
with Business Transformation:
• Business Transformation (BT) Method
• BT Goverance Structure (Business Transformation Steering Committee)
• Establish Corporate Direction (Develop strategies and direction to drive BT)
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NOTE: The Business Transformation (BT) model has five maJor components with mne key
elements.
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Business Transformation is the methodology that BCBSF selected to achieve the large-scale business
change needed to compete as a Managed Care Company of the future. The degree of change that a
company must undertake to maintain competitive advantage determines the approach to be used.
There are several levels of change each calling for different approaches. Improvement of 5% to 1 0%
in current performance with little change in the business processes can normally be accomplished by
computer automation. Improvements of 1 0% to 20% can be achieved through continuous quality
improvement (CQI). A large organizational transformation driven by significant changes in the
Industry requires new business processes capabilities and performance improvements in current
processes of greater than 30%.
At this point (January, 1 994) the corporation made the transition from HCAP to Business
Transformation. It was recognized that HCAP was focused primarily on application systems. These
systems would be needed but they must be driven by the business strategies (Marketing and Managed
Care) and capabilities (business process) required for a next generation managed care company.
There was consideration given to continue the application system development projects, but our
concern was this would be very expensive and possibly would not deliver the capabilities needed.
The work on the development environment and information infrastructure projects would continue,
but the remaining 1 2 projects of the 1 4 defined by HCAP would not be undertaken until our corporate
strategies had been updated.
The first step of the Business Transformation Methodology is Executive Direction Setting. This
provides the corporate direction and business strategies that serve as the basis to carry out Business
Transformation. In 1 994, BCBSF undertook this development through a series of strategic planning
workshops. The model depicted in the following chart was used as a framework for strategy
development.

STRATEGY FORMULATION

Corpor11te Directio11 Setting

Strategic
Direction

Slrlllegic
Plmming
Areas ofStr11tegy
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• Managed Care

Value Added
Orgt111izationul
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• Cuatomer Sen,ice
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Mt1rketing
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Business Processes
and Value Chain
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Delivery
System

Local Prese,ice
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With the framework in the chart on the previous page, as a guide, Executive Staff undertook a major
effort in 1 994 to update the corporate strategies based on the changes occurring in the Industry. A
key strategic conclusion from this work was changes in the Delivery System requiring a significant
update to our Managed Care Strategy. Also, it was realized that market changes (small group reform
as an example) required us to address our Marketing Strategy.
Since Business Transformation is an enabler for strategy, direction setting was key. Through the
executive direction setting phase, the business case for change was developed, core business
processes were identified and prioritized. Strategic conclusions were developed and the "Case for
Change" was created that defined the degree of change facing BCBSF. The Case for Change is not a
forecast nor is it a set of goals. It contains the vision defined in measurements from current to future
state which is necessary to challenge the thinking of all employees in carrying out Business
Transformation. The Case for Change has become a key part of corporate strategy and is widely used
to provide direction. This has allowed us to articulate our vision of the future in a way employees
understand the change that is needed and a way to measure our progress. When developing and
implementing business processes, the benefits must be defined in terms of the contribution to the
Case for Change.
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Case for change*
Category

Current

2000

4.0 million customers
25%Market Penetration

Membership (Florida Market)

1.9 million customers
15.1 % Market Penetration

Dimensions of Competition

Cost (Managed Care)
Access (Networks)
Service (Total)
Quality (Network and Price use)

Organizational Effectiveness

Command/Control

Participative/Adaptive/Continuous Learning

13 - 17% plus

5 - 10%

Consistent with CPI

0 or less

Delivery System / Provider Relations

Control Cost:
• Contracts
• Discounts
• State-wide

Collaborative, win-win relationships with selected
providers
• Secure access/build influence with PCPs
• Selective relationships with hospitals
• Build market position

Product Development and Roll-out

Internal:
• Reactive
• 18 plus months

Collaborative (BCBSF, members, Providers):
• Proactive / Innovative
• 1 to 6 months

Diversification

• No consistent transferable model
• Not prepared for business acquisition
and integration with corporate
processes
• Limited within Florida

• Model Office for Managed Care
• Acquiring and effectively integrating new
business in the corporate environment
• Outside of Florida
• Acquisition opportunities

Competition

• Companies evolving to Managed Care

• New entrants include mature managed care
companies

Return on Equity

10 - 15%

15+% with a year to year range of 8 - 20%

Administrative Expenses
(based on current environment)
Medical Cost Increases

Total Value/Price (Cost Vs. Total Value)
Access (Customer segment defined)
Service (Total experience/Encounter management)
Quality/OutcomesNalue (Accountable for entire
service exoerience)
(Traditional Activities)

* Case for change was not based on analyses or forecasts, it was built to operationalize goals and to
challenge the organization to move toward the future state.

As noted earlier, another key step in direction setting is the development and prioritization of a set of
core processes. The purpose of the business model is to define the things the corporation does to
produce value for its stakeholders. These are defined at three levels of detailed:
1 . Core Process
2. Business Processes
3 . Business Activities
In our Business Transformation Strategy work, we identified six core processes, twenty-five business
processes and their associated business activities. The following chart provides the core processes
with the related business processes.
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Core & business processes
.A. Research and Product/Program
Analysis
A Collaborative Development and
Design
A Pricing
A Product/Program Set-up

.A. Provider/Physician Set-up
.A. Network Management
.A. Contracting I Financial
Arrangements
.A. Provider Education Design
.A. Evaluation, Monitoring and
Reporting

A
A
A
A
A

.A.
.A.
.A.
.A.

Market & Sales Analysis
Advertising and Promotion
Sales and Distribution
Rating and Underwriting
Group and Member Set-up

Group Relations
Member Relations
Billing / Reconciliation
.A. Group Plan Consulting

A
A
A

Medical Services Information Integration A Office Management Services
Illness Management
A Care Delivery Management
Wellness Management
A Community Health Network
Relationship Management
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In July, 1 994 the Business Transformation (BT) Steering Committee considered alternatives such as
working on all core processes. Because of limited resources, inexperience, and the need to maintain
current business, we selected two processes for reengineering. These two processes were Medical
Services Performance (MSP) and Group and Member Setup (GAMSU).
The criteria used for selection of process(es) to be addressed are:
•

Customer Impact - Which core process will generate the greatest increase in overall value for
the customer (from their perspective) when reengineered?

•

Corporate Alignment - Which core process is most likely to gain cross-functional support
throughout BCBSF and gather organizational momentum?

•

Dysfunctional Process · - Which core process is clearly recognized by the customer and
employees as being dysfunctional or not "user friendly" (i.e . . , straight forward, "easy to use")?

•

Resource Availability - Which core process will be able to obtain the key people required to
successfully reengineer?

•

Feasibility - Which core process has the highest likelihood of success (i.e., be implemented
within a reasonable time, deliver expected/promised value, be cost effective, accelerate
strategy implementation, etc . . )?

Group and Member Set-Up (GAMSU) business process was selected based on feedback from the
corporation:
•
•
•
•

It was the most disabling current process for providing good service
It would provide the most visible value to the customer
Knowledgeable resources were available
It would generate support throughout the organization.

The Medical Services Performance (MSP) core process was selected because of its support for the
managed care strategy. A foundation was required that provided the infrastructure necessary to
accomplish our managed care strategy that would support a collaborative relationship and
information sharing with providers.
In the fourth quarter of 1 994, the Reengineering Teams for Medical Service Performance and Group
and Member Set-Up were formed with work focusing on the Reengineering Step of the BT
Methodology.
As part of the 1 995 Strategic Planning workshops, the Illness Management effort was commissioned
by the Steering Committee.
Our focus for the workshops will be "Virtual Office". Given there are other initiatives underway, the
following are brief status updates on Group and Member Set-Up (GAMSU) and Illness Management
and some of the key accomplishments delivered to date.
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The Group and Member Set-Up (GAMSU) initiative has developed a process for our group business
that has significantly improved the enrollment time from the point a customer is sold until the
members I. D. Card is received. Under the old process, this could take 30 to 40 days, where under the
GAMSU process, it takes 2 to 5 days. We are currently rolling this capability out for all groups of
size 1-9 with plans to expand to groups up to size 50.
A significant issue that must be addressed to continue GAMSU implementation is the conversion of
HMO business to the Corporate Membership and Billing System. This is a major undertaking that
requires data clean-up and conversion of data files while addressing a number of business practices.
As part of this effort, we are also consolidating the membership and billing functions in our
Jacksonville location.
Illness Management has continued to progress within the schedule. There have been several key
deliverables produced from our Illness Management initiative:
•

Personal Health Advisor capability is one of the activities in support of the total Illness
Management Process.

•

A Congestive Heart Failure Pilot was implemented in the Tampa area in February. There are
currently over 100 participants.

•

Completed evaluation and selection of a case management system to be used for the Illness
Management Process.
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VI. VIRTUAL OFFICE
As Business Transformation progressed, our managed care strategy continued to be developed. It
was realized that integration with the providers processes was critical in support of the evolving
strategies. The term "VIRTUAL OFFICE" was chosen to define the a of capabilities that would ·
be needed as the infrastructure to support the managed care strategy. The ultimate aim of V. 0. is
to improve the medical event experience for both customer and provider.
As we developed the concept of "Virtual Office", there was input received from providers and
customers through a series of focus groups. This allowed us to better understand their needs and
values. An example of the feedback from providers was the expectation for an integrated
solution. These statements are paraphrased: "no more devises or computers and integrate with my
current office system. If you want to bring value, help me better manage financial risk,
administrative expenses and delivery of medical services." Their values translated to BCBSF
activities are categorized as follows:
•

•

•

Financial Risk
- Patient Eligibility
- Benefits Covered and Status
- Managed Care Rules
Administrative Expense
- Referrals
- Claim Submissions or Encounter Data
- EOB and Funds Transfer
- Coordination of Benefits
Delivery of Medical Services
- Protols
- Prescription Drug History
- Practice Pattern Information
- Patient History

In our internal assessment of functions that service providers it is clear that our current processes
do not meet their needs and values. There are two examples that bear this out. There are
currently 80 plus phone numbers that a provider may potentially use to contact BCBSF for patient
information. Another is, we place an automated claim transaction as first on our valued activities
while the provider has it no higher than number five.
With all these variables compared to our current environment and the providers need and values,
the concept to piloting some of the new capabilities is a key part of the approach to meeting their
expectations.
The development of "Virtual Office" presents many challenges not faced in typical systems
projects. There is currently not a system of this type in the industry. There are components of
application software that are available but this presents a challenge for integration given today's
technology complexities.
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With the number of issues that must be addressed to deliver "Virtual Office", they make this ·a
high risk effort, but there are very high rewards if you are the first with the capability.
The initial approach for "Virtual Office" was to develop and implement the full set of capabilities.
As a result of the pilot conducted in the second quarter of 1 996 and the growing complexity of the
effort, there were questions of feasibility that were raised with the approach. An assessment was ·
conducted with the assistance of Andersen Consulting and input from providers and practice
management system vendors. The outcome was a proposed migration strategy that defined five
"Releases" so that new capabilities could be developed and rolled out in a way that all providers
and vendors could manage the change.
The following chart provides the time line that has been forecasted for "Virtual Office". As each
release is undertaken for development, a detail estimate is prepared of projects and resources for
development and rollout. To date, we have completed detail estimates and plans for Releases One
and Two.

VO DEVELOPMENT AND ROLL-OUT SCHEDULE ASSUMPTIONS
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Release #1 of Virtual Office will minimize professional provider administrative efficiencies arid
financial risk (for the provider) and assist us in building collaborative provider relationships. It
contains functional capability for:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Establishing a single point of contact (SPOC) within BCBSF for provider service.
Professional eligibility and medical clearances.
Professional provider/customer satisfaction surveys.
Utilization management (using current data)
Processing control reports.

Release #2 of Virtual Office will further improve the medical event experience and financial risk
for HMO/Elect Care products and extend collaborative provider relationships. It adds a Hospital
Information System (HIS) to the previously developed capabilities. It also adds the ability to
begin to process business with hospitals as well as physicians. Also added are significant new
capabilities for HMO/Elect care business. It contains functional capability for:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Institutional eligibility and medical clearances.
External/internal claims and encounter collection.
Batch claim check
HMO/Elect care processing
Capitation processing.
Provider Electronic Funds Transfer/ERA.
Subscriber and provider checks/EOBs.
Institutional professional provider service extensions.

Release #3 of Virtual Office extends administrative capabilities to PPO/POS products and the
capability to monitor provider performance.
Release #4 extends administrative capability to Care Manager Product/Interplan teleprocessing
system (ITS) for home plan and to manage provider and operational performance.
Release #5 extends administrative capabilities to non-frozen traditional products and supports
the National business.
The cost/benefit analyses developed for "Virtual Office" provides a forecast over an eight year
period from 1994 through 2002. This information will be shared in detail as part of the
workshop on Virtual Office.
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VII. WORK FORCE CHANGE
•

In concert with all of the change efforts accomplished at BCBSF over the past several years,
there has always been a coordinated effort to improve Organizational Effectiveness as part of
the change effort. Beginning in 1 980, we have continued to upgrade our work force.

•

As the levels of automation, system complexities, product complexities, use of PCs, and
managed care have been experienced, a greater emphasis has been placed on selection,
development and deployment of the human resource.

•

While working through the strategies and methods, the past few years, we realized that about
1/3 to 1/2 of the work force would require additional skills to be productive in the Company
as it was transformed to a managed care company. The vertical integration by providers was
also perceived as a significant threat to the work force if they succeeded in managing those
components of the value chain that BCBSF had historically managed. Examples of this are
Provider Service Networks (PSN) and the Baptists/St. Vincent arrangement.

•

Realizing the impact of Business Transformation on the Human Resource System, a Human
Resource Reengineering Organization was created. Its purpose is to assess, design, and
implement appropriate Human Resource Policies, systems and processes so that our people
are the source of creating and sustaining competitive advantage. With the advent of
organization design efforts in 1 996, the strategies developed for HR have been and are being
actualized in that effort.

•

Work Force Preparation is a set of programs and activities that are designed to develop the
internal human resources and equip them with the necessary competencies to qualify them for
future positions. The focus was to make education and PC training programs available to help
employees become more employable inside and outside BCBSF. The program was available
to all employees who wanted to participate. Approximately 1 ,700 employees received either
personal computer (PC) or Work Place Education (WPE) in 1 996 and another 500 were
trained in the first quarter of 1 997.
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VIII.

HEALTH CARE ADMINISTRATION PROJECT (HCAP)
Confusion exists regarding the HCAP project surrounding when things began and when things
were completed. The four year period 1 985 to 1 989 was focused on finding a single claims
system that would satisfy all corporate needs as we continued to move toward managed care.
In the last quarter of 1 989, HCAP was directed to take a broader and more strategic approach
in addressing the needs of the corporation. Based on work completed in 1 990, the conclusion
was reached that a system was not available for purchase that would meet our business
requirements. This presented the alternative of custom development for the application
systems. There was concern with our internal capabilities to develop and manage an effort of
this size. We recognize that our system staff would have to transition to a new environment
and large scale project management was a key success factor. Based on these factors, we
undertook an evaluation of outside firms that could assist us with HCAP. This resulted with
an arrangement with Andersen Consulting. We proceeded to undertake the project with their
assistance. The results of this work is covered under the Brief History of Systems Strategy on
page 1 2 through 1 5 .
A s we proceeded with our development of the Business Transformation strategy, the work on
the development environment and Information Infrastructure have continued. Currently, the
four data bases that were defined under Information Infrastructure components of HCAP have
been developed and are being used to support "Virtual Office", Illness Management and our
Corporate Data Warehouse project. These information sources will maintain customer,
product, provider, and medical (including clinical) data.
Our development environment has evolved over the past five years using the original tools
purchased for HCAP in the 4th quarter of 1 992 described on page 14. These have served as
the foundation of our current system development capabilities.
As previously noted in the document and the chart below, shows that HCAP transitioned to
Business Transformation in January of 1 994.

HCAP EVOLUTION

1 985

1 988

1 990

1 994
►

Claims

HCAP
(Claims)

HCAP
(Strategic Project)
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Business
Transformation/
Reengineering

IX. CONCLUSIONS:

•

The activities that have been underway since 1 988 were not just to acquire and implement
systems but required significant effort to develop strategies, methods, and infrastructure
capability to transform the organization to a managed care company. Actual reengineering ·
of processes and development of new process capability has only been underway since 4th
quarter of 1 994.

•

The critical challenge for industry participants today is essentially three fold:
1.
2.
3.

To understand the course of restructuring in their major markets
To determine the strategic approaches towards integrating key pieces of the health care
value chain that are right for them
To build the competitive advantage capabilities needed to execute chosen strategies
effectively.

•

We feel that all of the work done prior to 1 995 has set the stage for Business Transformation
to take us into the future.

•

Based on the Industry reinventing itself and BCBSF undertaking Organizational
Transformation to meet this challenge, the corporate Business Transformation Strategy will
continue over a number of years to provide the strategic capabilities that will be needed.

•

There has been a long standing policy to share plans with the Board for their review and
approval prior to implementation. Once approved, management will report progress and
problems against those plans until the Board approves any changes in plans.
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APPEN DIX A
MANAG ED CARE VISION AN D
S U M MARY OF HIGH LEVEL I N ITIATIVES

FUTU RE MANAG ED CARE VISION
And Five S upporti ng Strategies

5. Organizational
Effectiveness/ C hange
Management

1 .Care Management
Capabilities

I

Add val ue to delivery and recei pt of
health care and related services
Take increasing
i ncreas i ng accountability for
health care of customers
Achieve superior health and
economic outcomes

4. Corporate
Development

I

Take accountability for entire service
experience
Seek win-win, col laborative
relationships with selected providers

3. I nformation
Technology and
Management

2. Delivery System
Strategy

I

MANAG ED CARE STRATEGY
RECOM M E N DATIO NS
Summary of H ig h-Level Initiatives

Strategy
Care Management

Delivery System
Strategy

I nformation Technology
& Management

Corporate
Development

Organizational
Effectiveness

High-Level Initiatives
• Develop the capability to assess and segment customers according to health care
needs.
• Develop health/disease management capabilities (prototypes) for targeted
segments.
• Implement broad initiatives across delivery system markets to improve
environment for managed care vision.
• Implement series of prototypes, tests and evaluations within specific delivery
system markets to respond to local market dynam ics.
• Develop cross-fu nctional capabilities to support delivery system relations and
management.
• Develop real-time, electronic links with physicians.
• Develop integrated member database for medical management.
• Initiate venture analysis of managed care-related d iversification opportu nities
(e.g., managed workers comp, home health).
• Continue to assess applicability of other opportun ities related to delivery system
relations and care management.
• Identify and evaluate potential acquisition opportunities.
• Communicate/integrate emerg ing recommendations with other key corporate
strateg ies and functional areas.
• Refine and identify resources for initiatives identified in 2-year integrated
workplan.
• Initiative capability analysis and im provement plan .

APPEN DIX B
EMERG I N G MARKETIN G VISION
AN D FRAMEWORK

TOP-DOWN MARKETI N G STRATEGY B U I LDS O N TH E VIS ION
AN D TH E MARKETI N G PROCESS FRAM EWORK

Vision = What we as�ire to

Marketing process framework =
How we �Ian to achieve vision

Top-down marketing strategy =
Turning vision into action
Focuses the organization and defines the
market map in which we want to compete

Establish and communicate a clear
customer promise and take accountability
for its delivery
Focus the entire organization on
managing the total customer relationship

Helps identify strategic choices:
where and how to grow
Organizational effectiveness
Information technology

Evaluate the full market and target the
highest value customer segments first
Become market-driven in the
development of product/service offe

Product development
Corporate development

Provide customers access to multiple
distribution channels and match customers
with lowest cost-appropriate channel

Provides framework for making choices
and setting priorities
Provides goals in terms of
• Market share/penetration
• Financial returns
Identifies key
investments required
Communicates to and aligns
organization against
speci!� o_!>jectives

Marketplace assessment work

CORPO RATE MARKETI N G PROC ESS ES FRAM EWORK (11)
Managi ng the Total Customer Relationship

• Industrial customer
• Consumer
• Competitor

• Provider
• Industry
• Government/regulatory

• Sales experience
(won/lost)
• Benchmarking

Market
analysis

•
•
•
•
•
•

• Market coverage (map)
• Segmentation analysis and strategies
• Target setting/prioritizing

Customer feedback
Metrics of performance
Financial effectiveness
Best practices
Continuous improvement
Re-planning

Organizational effectiveness
Information technology
Customer relationship management
Product development
Corporate development

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Network development
Care management
Provider relations
Claims processing
Reporting
Customer service
Underwriting

Selling the
customer
promise

•
•
•
•
•

New and renewal selling process
Sales force management
Information management
Channel management
Risk selection/field underwriting

Product/service offering
Pricing
Distribution
Promotion/advertising

APPEN DIX C
CORE AN D BUSIN ESS PROCESSES

Core Process Model
Product/Services
Development

D 1 1 D
. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Business Outcomes
·· · s;;:; :. d]

• Collaboratively develop a continuum of products
and services with and for customers within one
(1) to six (6) months .

Group & Member
Acquisition

Acquire customers by marketing a continuum of
• products and services in the defined segments in
which the company chooses to compete to reach a
customer base in Florida of four (4) million.

Group & Member
Satisfaction

Administer a spectrum of products and services
• for customers to achieve a customer satisfaction
rate of 100% while still maintaining an
administrative expense range of 5-10%.

Provider/Physician
Arrangements

Develop and manage healthcare delivery
• relationships and networks with and for providers
that achieve competitive advantage in the
dimensions of quality, service, access and cost.

Medical Services
Performance

• Collaborate with providers and physicians to
influence healthcare performance for customers
that enables a medical cost trend at O or less .

Healthcare Services
Integration
(Diversification)

•

Collaborate with providers to reduce the delivery
system's overall operating expense by 50% for
customers.

Core & business processes
• Research and Product/Program
Analysis
A Collaborative Development and
Design
A Pricing
• Product/Program Set-up

A Provider/Physician Set-up
• Network Management
A Contracting / Financial
Arrangements
• Provider Education Design
• Evaluation, Monitoring and
Reporting

•
A
•
•
A

•
A
•
•

Market & Sales Analysis
Advertising and Promotion
Sales and Distribution
Rating and Underwriting
Group and Member Set-up

•
A
A
•

Group Relations
Member Relations
Billing / Reconciliation
Group Plan Consulting

Medical Services Information Integration • Office Management Services
Illness Management
A Care Delivery Management
Wellness Management
A Community Health Network
Relationship Manag�ment

